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Farmers Busy in Every Locality— 

Churches Raising Funds for Many 

Worthy Objects—Iitems of Busi- 

ness and Pleasure that Intereat. 
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Seventy-three hunters’ 

Veen granted in Bueks 

Sixty-five per cent. of Bucks county 

voters have enrolled—20,807 of them 
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W. J. Zimmerman's double team 
was struck by a freight traln at Ta 

maqua and one horse killed. Dgver 

Alfred Derr escaped with ight 

bruises, 

T. 8. Little, of Wilkes-Barre, 

of the oldest hunters and fishermen 

in his part of the State, ig 70 years 

of age and has hunted the mountains 
and filelds of Wyoming Valley ever 
since he has been old enough to 

shoulder a gun. 

one 

The oldtime covered wagon bridges 
will soon be a thing of the past In 

Blair county. Only eight such bridges 
remain in use. The old Bennington 
bridge was recently demolished, and a 
modern concrete structure is being 

ereciad on Its site,   

BLOWS UP HOUSE 
WITH DYNAMITE 

Indianian Kills Daughter and 
Himself, 

TWO OTHER CHILDREN HURT. 

Mack Hurst, 

Dynamite, Crawls Into Bed Oc- 

cupied By His Daughters 

and Explosion Follows. 

Bloomington, Ind Carefuily select 
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most damage 
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blew up his: home here with 

mite, killing himself and 
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would be done, 

old, 
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his 17-year 
old daughter, Maude, and injuring two | 
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ORNIS DIP, LATEST DANCE. 

Introduced By Miss Eleanor Wilson 

in Mackaye's Bird Masque. 

NEW YORK GETTING RICHER. 

Assessed Of Real 

Passes Eight Billion Mark 

Valuation Estate 

SHOT ROBBING COOP 

Unidentified Man Killed, Follow ng At 
tempt To Chickens—Ball 

Heart, 
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OLDEST MILLER IN COUNTRY 

Clark 

President Wilson. 
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vashington Speaker Chan p 

introduced to Pre 
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Missouri daid to be 
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ide 
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business 

GOLD CUTPUT DECREASED. 

Joint Report Of Mint Bureau and | 

Geological Survey. 

Washington 

ed to $93,451,600, a decrease of $3, 
438,500, as compared with the previous | 
year, and the lowest American produce. 
tion since 1907. The output of silver 
was 61,760,800 fine ounces, valued at 
$39,197,600, an increase of 3.367.400 
ounces over 1911, the greatest gain 
baing in the State of Utah. 
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“BILL NOW GOES TO SENATE 

and Four 

With 

“our Republicans 

Progressives Join 

Democrats In 

Of 

support 

Measure. 

DUTCH WOMEN TO VOTE. 

Holland Government Announces a Bill 
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BOY CROPS 500 FEET. 

Connecticut Fair. 

Woodstock, 

Production of gold in | 
the United States during 1912 amount. | Conn. 

; ried 500 feet in the alr and then drop. 

| grandstand, where 5,000 people were 
assembled, 
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Herself in Palace. 

OPPOSITION TO MARRIAGE. 

The Her Often 

Seen Together At Heidelberg 

A Fe 

Princess and Fiance 
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Beauty 

AMERICAN KILLED BY REBEL. 

Refused To Give Up Arms and 1s Shot 

By Madrigal. 

ILLEGAL PRICE FIXING. 
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WOMAN INVENTOR KILLED. 

: | In Making Substitute For Rubber Steel | | Dashed To Death From Balloon At | naa 9 ' 
Cylinder Explodes. 

New York.-—While experimenting 
for a process to take the place of rub? 
ber Mrs, Eve Gottschalk, wife of Dr. 
Louis Gottschalk, a German chemist, 

and herself a holder of several selen- 
tific degrees, was killed in the ex. | 

cylinder in the | 
Inboratory at their home In Seawar | 

N. J. The explosion was heard | 
four and a half miles away. | 
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' Husband and Wife Killed in 
North Haven Accident 
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Former Gets Eighteen Months 
and Latter Two Years. 

INVOLVED 
EACH MUST PAY HEAVY FINES 

Whether Howarg 
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Question Martin, of 

Van Fleet Says Their Crime Bryn Mawrgor Martin Died 
First Causes Delay in Probat ng 

Her Will, 

Was One Of Opportunity Due 

To Lack Of 

Control. 
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Final Vote is 286 For To 84 Sophia of Saxe-Weimar Kills 

A SURPRISE. 

PENNY LUNCHES IN SCHOOLS 

Plainfield (N. J.) Mothers’ Association 

Introduces Innovation. 
Heavy Train Spares Baby. 
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WOMEN TO WILSON. 

Colorado Girlie Want Something Better 
Than Clerkships. 

Denver, Colo. —1 Jane Jeff 
Club, of 
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Denver, with its auxiliaries 
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ing that 

rendered sterling 
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Says Me Slew for Insults. 

Scranton AION sD Litany wi 

Pa Valvono 

ted as he was about 
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Missing Steward Located, 
West Chester A resident 

borough state that has 

information from a man living in an 

other part of this State to the effect 
that Harry 8. Johnson, steward of the 

West Chester Normal School, who 
disappeared on July 2, is now located 
in Australia, and will not return 

home, 
It is said that. Johmson was well 

suppiled with funds when he left. It 

is not known whether he is with Ruth 
Wolfe, the graduate, who disappeared 
at the same time as Johnson. 

the federal service, 

of this 

received 
THREW BABY INTO FURNACE. he 

Domestic Admits Making Way With | 
New.-Born Infant. 

N. J 
living 

Paterson, 

Polish girl 
Flora Schushak, a | 
in Paassale, where 

Morris Korshet, 
was held without ball, charged with 
throwing her new.born baby into the 
furnace at her employer's home. The 
girl is 18 years old. 8he acknowledged 
having thrown the baby in the fur 
nace while it was still alive.  


